Important Informations
Important emergency numbers are: Emergency 144, police 117, veterinarian 0041 41 260 66 80
For entry into Switzerland a valid passport is required. The dogs require a current pet passport
and a valid rabies vaccination.
Otherwise apply the relevant provisions of Swiss Customs.
For driving on the motorways in Switzerland, you need to buy a vignette at border crossing (CHF
40.--). Safety belts on all roads are duty. The alcohol limit is 0,5 %o.
The WM-Parking at the Rüeggisingerstrasse 45, 6021 Emmenbrücke may be used only by
judges, official persons and dog handlers. - Distance to the stadium is 250 m. The guest carparking is located opposite to the Mooshüslistrasse 41, 6020 Emmen. - Distance to the stadium
is 350 m.

Food
The restaurant of the Boxer Club is located between the grandstand and the little wood. Offroad catering happens on-demand with "Znüni-Wagen"! (Mobile snack service)

Special
All dogs must be marked with a clearly visible tattoo or a transponder (Chip), which can be read
with a standard reader.
According to valid regulation of the Swiss Animal Protection Law, chain collars may be used only
with draw-stop!
The possession and use of e-devices, spiked collars and other coercions is generally prohibited
in Switzerland! Violation is punishable and lead to disqualification!

Dog-Excrement-Collecting Duty
Every dog owner is required to gather the feces of his dog (see attachment) and dispose it in one
of the specially designated containers. This also applies to the woods behind the stadium!

Dog Leash-Duty
In the period from April 1st to July 31th in the canton of Lucerne all dogs must be on a leash in
forests and bordering fields. This also applies to all public facilities and parks and thus for the
entire area of the world cup too!

The ATIBOX World Cup IPO 2014 will be played according to the examination regulations valid
from 01/01/2012 and the new specification from 01/01/2014.
In addition to the current pet-ID, you have to present the performance book, the performance
certificate respectively and to pass it for the new exam entry.

Tracking-Training
Controlled tracking-training will be offered on Thursday morning before the World Cup. Only the
offered terrain may be used.

Section A "Track"
The tracking grounds consists entirely of grasslands.
The tracking leashes will be checked on the prescribed length after the draw by a person
commissioned by the audit management.
The tracking objects consist on wood, leather and carpet.
The draw of the tracks is made by the judge in the grounds (according to schedule).

Section B "Subordination"
The entry- and collar control is carried out in the waiting room behind the grandstand. The dog
handlers have to register in time there: 10 minutes prior to the start.
The jumping equipment and the retrieving wood frame are installed in the area of the marker
and will be moved away or laid down each before the protection service.
Males, females respectively are stored in separate places.

Section C "Protection Service"
The process of the protection service is done according to plan (see homepage). The first leg
goes thus to the left.
The entry- and collar control is carried out in the waiting room behind the grandstand. The dog
handlers have to register in time there: 10 minutes prior to the start.
As protection service hiding places standard triangle hiding places are used (see homepage).
When changing the section to B, the triangle hiding places are laid on the floor.

